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‘Omics data

← Genes (~20k) →

Cell / sample 1

Cell / sample 2

High 
expression

Low 
expression

← C
ells →

Particularly 
interested in 
transcriptomics 
and single-cell 
RNA-seq



Representation learning for ‘omics data

← Genes (~20k) →

Cell / sample 1

Cell / sample 2

High 
expression

Low 
expression

Gene expression space
Latent space



Challenge 1: data integration & batch correction

← Genes (~20k) →
High 

expression

Low 
expression

GSE12345: Library 
preparation protocol 1

GSE67890: Library 
preparation protocol 2

As in Korsunsky et al., 2019 
Harmony paper



Challenge 1: data integration & batch correction

← Genes (~20k) →
High 

expression

Low 
expression

Tumour 
samples

Cell 
lines

As in Warren et al., 2021 
Celligner paper



Challenge 1: data integration & batch correction

*The Cancer Genome Atlas

Tumour samples (TCGA)

Cell lines (CCLE)

Datasets contain comparable cell 
populations, but there is 
unwanted global variation

Aim: subtract out the tumour / cell 
line global variation



Challenge 2: counterfactual predictions of effects of 
interventions

Real cell
No gene 
knock-out

Observed transcriptome

Counter-
factual cell
TP53 
knock-out

“What if” transcriptome



Challenge 3: learning fair representations

Original data

RepresentationSensitive attribute Cannot re
cover



Conditional Variational 
AutoEncoders 



Conditional Variational Autoencoder (CVAE)

Encoder
network

Decoder 
network

Condition: 
Represents 
experimental 
batch, presence 
of interventions, 
etc. Latent 

representation

Transcriptome
Reconstructed 
transcriptome



Conditional Variational Autoencoder (CVAE)

Encoder
network

Decoder 
network

z and c are 
modelled as 
independent



The importance of latent space alignment

z and c are 
modelled as 
independent

c = 0
c = 1

z plot



The importance of latent space alignment

c = 0
c = 1

z plot

This alignment 
directly gives us 
data integration in 
latent space



However...

● The model is under no 
obligation to use the 
condition label c

● Training standard CVAE on 
Tumour / Cell lines does not 
lead to good alignment



Contrastive Mixture of 
Posteriors 
Misalignment Penalty



Aim

holds

Train a CVAE such that



Aim (equivalent form)

Marginal 
distribution 
of z for cells 

in condition c

Marginal 
distribution 
of z for cells 
in any other 

condition



CoMP: Contrastive Mixture of Posteriors



CoMP: Contrastive Mixture of Posteriors

Representations of one training batch (size B)



CoMP: Contrastive Mixture of Posteriors

Representations of one training batch (size B)

Repel points 
with the 
same 
condition 
label, Ic



CoMP: Contrastive Mixture of Posteriors

Representations of one training batch (size B)

Repel points 
with the 
same 
condition 
label, Ic

Attract 
points with 
a different 
condition 

label, I
￢c



CoMP: Contrastive Mixture of Posteriors

1.



CoMP: Contrastive Mixture of Posteriors

Our training objective to max is a penalised ELBO



Applying CoMP



How do we use the CoMP CVAE model?

Data Integration

Dataset 
label

Gene 
expression

Latent representation 
with no dataset label 

information, i.e. 
Perform downstream 

tasks with this

1



How do we use the CoMP CVAE model?

Counterfactual 
Inference

Predicted “what if” 
counterfactual 
transcriptome

2

Observed 
transcriptome

Observed 
intervention 
e.g. drug = yes 1 Encode with 

drug = yes

Swap 
condition → drug = no

2

Decode with 
drug = no

3



Theory



Counterfactual identifiability

Question: Is                sufficient to find counterfactuals, assuming the 
model is correct?
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Counterfactual identifiability

Question: Is                sufficient to find counterfactuals, assuming the 
model is correct?
No.

Latent space with z 
and c not independent

A

B

C

D



Counterfactual identifiability

Question: Is                sufficient to find counterfactuals, assuming the 
model is correct?
No. There is no way to tell which of these models is the right one.

Translation

A C

B D

Rotation

A D

B C



Counterfactual identifiability

Theorem (inexact statement): If we have a linear decoder and we 
assume that there is no exact, linear symmetry of the true latent 
distribution, then counterfactuals are identifiable.

Latent space with z 
and c not independent

A C

B D



Counterfactual identifiability

Theorem (inexact statement): If we have a linear decoder and we 
assume that there is no exact, linear symmetry of the true latent 
distribution, then counterfactuals are identifiable.

Unique latent space with 
z and c independent

A C

B D

In cell biology, exact 
symmetries are 
rarely seen in 
practice.



Results



1. Powerful data integration tool

Tumour samples (TCGA - Largest 15 cancer types)

Cell lines (CCLE)

Uncorrected Partially aligned Our method



1. Powerful data integration tool

Best global 
alignment

Best alignment 
of correctly 

matching cell 
types



2. Fewer mis-alignments 

Our 
method

Previous 
SOTA

Plenty of misaligned cell types



3. Better than Seurat, Harmony for scRNA-seq data 
integration tasks



4. Counterfactual inference to predict effects of drug

Counterfactual inference under IFN-beta stimulation 



5. Fair but informative representations



Thank you!
Árpi Vezér

Craig A Glastonbury
Páidí Creed

Sam Abujudeh
Aaron Sim

Our code is available    github.com/BenevolentAI/CoMP

Find the paper       “Contrastive Mixture of Posteriors”


